
elder wisdom vital
to future progress

there arcare times when the course of life seems very
uncertain and we feel small before the challenges confront-
ing us the last two weeks have been like this as several
distinguished native leaders have passed on awakening
beelinfeelinfeelingss of sorrow and loss in their loved ones as well as
those in their communities who looked to them for wisdom
and guidance we add our voice to those grieving the loss
of

peter kalifornskyKalifomsky Kenakenaitzckenaitzeitze nikiski
father ishmaelishmacl gromoff aleut anchorage st paul
ike johannsen kenaitzeKenaitze kenai
william lind aleut chignikchibnik lagoon
As we struggle to preserve the continuity of past present

and future the loss ofelders is a reminder of how delicately
woven are the diverse fabrics that make up alaska native
culture As paul swetzoff notes in his poignant tribute to
peter kalifornskyKalifomsky ifhe had lived another 30 years I1know
that he would haveliavejustjust scratched the surface of the layers
of knowledge and wisdom he had to share with all of us

our elders arcare a critical link to our collective culturalcultura
wisdom as we look for our path to years ahead their gifts
of remembering and shasharingipgqpg help transcend the legacy
cultural torment that has grown throughout this century
with the settlement ofalaska As younger parents todays
elders made some hard choices about sendisending t1i6ijbhodrentheirchildren
to boarding schools farfat from home about adaptingaaa0 ng to
change many of those young ones hhaveavesukvivedsurvived alietliebattles
of land claimsclaims self determination andan a hundreduwitd other
onslaughts they will belookedbe looked totasto as elders1 in their awn6wnown

1

right
it is sad to0o say goodbyegood bye butbilt we may iftfitoileventuallyay1y be

consoled by the knowledge thiist6iisthat as long as there are elders
remembering
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